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$1. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS 
THIS PAPER centers on the relationship between certain open 3-manifolds and the 
three-dimensional Poincare Conjecture. This relationship is based on ideas found in 
[ 1,2], but the emphasis here shifts from compact acyclic subsets of n;anifolds to 
acyclic open submanifolds. (In a homology 3-sphere, each is the complement of the 
other.) The theme is that in some cases an open 3-manifold “remembers” the fact that 
it has an embedding in a compact 3-manifold with each of its compact subsets interior 
to a punctured ball in the compact 3-manifold, (see Theorem 1). 
This work has also been stimulated by work of PoCnaru[3], and Corollary 1 to 
Theorem 1 answers (in a perhaps unexpected manner) a question posed by him. The 
second author would like to thank PoCnaru for several helpful conversations and also 
L. Siebenmann for pointing out an error in an earlier version. Our maps and spaces 
are all PL unless stated otherwise. A “manifold” is always connected. 
Before stating our results in 92, we give some essential definitions. (Others are 
given as the need arises.) A handfebody, K, is a space homeomorphic to the regular 
neighborhood in S3 of a compact, connected l-complex. Its genus is: one minus its 
Euler characteristic. A homotopy ball is a compact, contractible 3-manifold. A fake 
buff (if such exists) is a homotopy ball not homeomorphic to the genuine ball D3 in 
Euclidean 3-space R3. A 3-manifold M3 is closed if it is compact and without 
boundary. M3 is irreducible if each 2-sphere in M3 bounds a topological ball in MS. A 
homology 3-sphere is a closed 3-manifold having the same homology groups as the 
3-sphere S3. 
A sequence {K,};=, of compact 3-manifolds is called an HW-sequence if 
& c gk+I and the inclusion-induced homomorphism H,(K,) + H,(Kk+,) is trivial 
for each k. (All our homology is singular, with coefficients in the infinite cyclic group.) 
If, in addition, the inclusion Kk + K k+I indices the trivial homomorphism on fun- 
damental groups for each k, then {Kk}Tzo is called a W-sequence. An open 3-manifold 
M3 is called a Whitehead manifold if M3 = UrcoKk for some W-sequence of handle- 
bodies. A Whitehead manifold is contractible, but may not be “simply connected at 
infinity.” Whitehead[4] gave the first example of a Whitehead manifold not 
homeomorphic to R3. (Many others exist: see [5,6].) 
Notation. If Q is a subset of the compact 3-manifold M3, then Q’ denotes the 
closed complement of Q. That is Q’ is the closure of M3- Q. We use I$’ for the 
interior of a 3-manifold. We sometimes write Qe M3 for Q C &f’. 
$2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We say that K C A.$’ can be engulfed in M3 if the interior of some punctured ball 
(see formal definition of “puncturing” below) in M3 contains K. 
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THEOREM 1. Let M3 be a compact, orientable 3-manifold and K a compact 
subspace of i6i3. Then K can be engulfed in M’ if and only if there is an open, 
connected lJ3 C M’ such that K C U’, H,( lJ3) = 0, and U3 embeds in S3. 
An interesting aspect of our first corollary is that it does not seem immediately 
obvious that MS is even simply connected, much less topologically S’: 
COROLLARY 1. If the compact 3-manifold M’ is the union of two connected, acyclic 
(in dimensions one and two) open sets, each of which embeds in S3, then M’ is 
homeomorphic to S3. 
COROLLARY 2. *Let M3 be compact and orientable. Suppose that the universal 
covering space of A.?’ embeds in the 3-sphere S3. (This is the case, e.g. if M’ is 
suficiently large and irreducible, as in Theorem 8. I of [7].) Let U3 C M’ be open and 
connected, with H,( U3) = 0. Then the following statements are mutually equivalent: 
(i) The inclusion-induced homomorphism sr,( U3) + ?r,(M3) is trivial; 
(ii) U3 embeds in S’; 
(iii) Each compact subspace of-U’ can be engulfed in M’. 
Corollary 2 easily manufactures many examples of an HW-sequence of handle- 
bodies whose union fails to embed in S3. We start with any non simply connected 
homology 3-sphere whose universal covering space embeds in S3 (e.g. the dodeca- 
hedral space). Let the handlebody K,, be a regular neighborhood of the l-skeleton of a 
triangulation of M3. Since H,(M3) = 0, the interior of some handlebody K, in M3 
contains K,, in such a way that the inclusion-induced homomorphism H,(K,,) + H,(K,) 
is trivial. Continue in this way to construct an HW-sequence of handlebodies in M3. 
Their union U’ does not embed in S3 since the inclusion-induced homomorphism 
r,(K,,)+ sr,(M3) is not trivial. (With a little extra care, one can ensure that each 
M3 - Ki is a handlebody. In this case, our construction applied to non-homeomorphic 
such M3’s will produce non-homeomorphic U”s.) This corollary is of most interest 
when M3 is closed, in light of the following complement to Theorem 1: 
PROPOSITION. Let M’ be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with 
nonempty boundary. Let U’ C M3 be open and connected, with H,( U3) = 0. Then each 
compact subspace of U’ can be engulfed in M3. In particular, the inclusion-induced 
homomorphism sr,(U3)+~,(M3) is trivial, and U’ embeds in R3. 
The Proposition is proven as a corollary to Lemma 4. 
THEOREM 2. Let M3 be compact and orientable. Then M’ contains no fake balls if 
and only if each Whitehead manifold that embeds in $f’ also embeds in S’. 
53. i’ROOFS: ENGULFING COMPACT SETS 
If each of M3, N3 is a compact 3-manifold, we say that N’ is obtained from M3 by 
attaching a k-handle (0 4 k I 3) if N’ is homeomorphic to the adjunction space 
NJ = M3 u (D’ x D’-‘), 
w 
where 
w: (aok) x D3-k + aM’ 
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is an embedding. (Note: Dk denotes the k-ball; Do = point; aDo is empty.) If N’ is 
obtained from M3 by attaching 3-handles (necessarily disjoint), we say that M3 is a 
punctured N3, or that M3 is obtained from N3 by puncturing. Puncturing does not 
affect the fundamental group. We can puncture M3 by attaching disjoint 2-handles 
trivially (i.e. so that each component of w((aD*) x (aD’)) bounds a disk in 8M3). The 
2-handles in our next lemma are so attached. 
LEMMA 1. Let N3 be a compact 3-manifold bounded entirely by a-spheres. Then 
N3 is obtained from a compact 3-manifold M3 bounded by exactly one 2-sphere, by 
attaching disjoint 2-handles. The inclusion M3+ N3 induces an isomorphism of 
fundamental groups. Further, if K is any compact subset of fi’ such that N3 - K is 
connected, then M3 can be chosen to contain K. 
The idea is to connect efficiently the components of 8N3 by a system of tunnels 
(thickened arcs) in N3 - K. We leave the details to the reader. 
Let K be a nonempty compact set in the interior of a 3-manifold M3. Suppose that 
KC A, n Al, where A,, AZ are punctured balls in ti’. We say that A, is K-equivalent 
to AZ (denoted A, 7 AZ) if for i = I,2 there is an Ai obtained from Ai by puncturing, 
such that K lies in the interior of each of aI, A2 and some homeomorphism of A, onto 
az reduces to the identity on K. The relation of K-equivalence is an equivalence 
relation on the punctured balls in a3 each of which contains K in its interior. 
LEMMA 2. Let K3 and M3 be compact 3-manifolds, where aK3 is connected and 
K3 C M3. Suppose that A,, A2 are punctured balls in k3 with KC A, n AZ and 
A, C A?. Then A, z AZ. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, the interior of some ball B in A, contains K. For i = 1,2, let 
ai be Ai with a number of additional punctures equal to the number of components of 
rlA?_;. We choose the new punctures off B when i = 1, and off A, when i = 2. Then a, 
and AZ-are equally-punctured balls, B is in each of their interiors, and a, e A?. Then 
each Ai - fi is a punctured ball, and each (componentwise) orientation-preserving 
homeomorphism between their boundaries extends to a homeomorphism between 
them. Hence, some homeomorphism a, --) a, extends the identity on B, and hence on 
K. 
LEMMA 3. Let K3 and M3 be compact 3-manifolds, where aK3 is connected and 
K3 C 2’. Suppose that B,, B2 are 3-balls in h?’ and that K e B, n B2. Then some 
self-homeomorphism of M3 carries B, into Bt and reduces to the identity on K. 
Proof. We show first that for some punctured ball A, C M3, we have A, z B, and 
(?,A,) n (aB2) = 0. To do this, consider the collection of all punctured balls A C M3 such 
that A ‘ET B, and aA is in general position with respect to aBz, so that (aA) n ( aBz) is a finite 
number, n(A), of disjoint simple closed curves. Let A, be such an A with n(A) minimal. 
If n(AJ > 0, let C be a component of (aA,) fl (aBJ such that C bounds a disk D C a& with 
fi !l aA, = 0. If D C A,, then the closure of each of the two components of A, - D is a 
punctured ball. The one containing K can be shifted slightly so as to yield a punctured 
ball a1 that is K-equivalent (by Lemma 2) to A, (and hence to B,) and contradicts the 
minimality of n(A,). We conclude that D fl A, = aD. In this case let a, be A, plus a 
2-handle added with core D (i.e. D corresponds above to D* X {l/2}). Again, a, is a 
punctured ball that is K-equivalent (by Lemma 2) to A, and has n(a,) < n(A,). Thus, it 
must be that n(A,) = 0, i.e. (aA,) rl (a&) = 0, as desired. 
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Now. let A,, be the closure of the component of (A, u Bz) -( JA, U dB2) that 
contains K. Then by Lemma 2, A0 is a punctured ball K-equivalent to each of A, and 
&. Hence, A, 7 B? and so B, z B?. This means that some homeomorphism h : A, + A? 
extends the identity on K, where Ai is obtained by puncturing Bi, for i = 1,2. There is 
a ball fi, such that K e 8, c A,. Let & = h(fi,). Some homeomorphism H: B, --, El2 
extends h/h,: 8, + &. In particular, HIK = identity. 
We now complete the proof by observing that H extends to a self-homeomor- 
phism of M3. In fact, the extension can be chosen isotopic to the identity. (The only 
worry is that M3 might be oriented and that H might reverse the orientations induced 
on B, and &. Recall, however, that HIK = identity.) 
The next lemma is proven in exactly the same way as is Theorem 2 of [2]. In 
particular, Haken’s Finiteness Theorem ([8, p. 481) and [9] is crucial. If M3 below is 
closed, then this lemma follows directly from the statement of Theorem 2 of [2] because 
the complement in a closed 3-manifold of a homologically trivial (in dimension one) open 
set is a compacturn that satisfies the “peripherally acyclic” hypothesis displayed in the 
statement of Theorem 2 of [2]. 
LEMMA 4. Let M3 be compact and orientable, and let U3 C M3 be open and 
connected, with H,( LJ3) = 0. Then each neighborhood V of M3 - U3 contains another 
neighborhood W of M3 - U3 such that 
W = Q’ U (l-handles), 
where each component of Q3 is a compact 3-manifold and each component of 
(aQ3) - (8M3) is a 2-sphere. 
As a corollary, we have the Proposition stated earlier: 
PROPOSITION. If, in Lemma 4, M3 is also irreducible and has nonempty boundary, 
then each compact subspace of U3 can be engulfed in M3. 
Proof. If KC U3 is compact, then V = M3 - K is a neighborhood of M3 - U3. 
Hence V contains a neighborhood W of M’ - U3 such that W = Q U (l-handles) and 
(aQ) - (aM3) consists entirely of 2-spheres. Thus K C Q’ and aQ’ consists entirely of 
2-spheres. By Lemma 1, the irreducibility of M3, and the fact that aM3 f 0, Q’ is a 
punctured ball in M3, as required. 
In order to conclude that U3 embeds in R3, we note (as in the proof of Corollary 2) 
that since the inclusion U3 + M3 induces the trivial r,-homomorphism, U3 embeds in 
the universal covering space a’ of M3. But by Lemma 1.1.6 and Theorem 8.1 of [7], 
G’ embeds in R3. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since the “only if” assertion is obvious, we suppose that M3, 
K, and U3 are given as in Theorem 1. We must show that K lies in a punctured ball in 
M’. Let e: U3+ S3 be an embedding and put V3 = e( U3). By Lemma 4, there is a 
compact 3-submanifold K0 such that 
(*) K6 = Q0 U (l-handles), 
and aQ6 consists entirely of 2-spheres. 
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By (*). there are disjoint, proper embeddings 
such that cutting KA along these 2-disks yields QO. We will show Qh to be a punctured 
ball containing K by embedding K,, U ( U hk(D2)) in S3. To do this, it suffices to show 
that for each k 
e 0 h&t: S’ + de(K,) 
extends to a map of D’ into e(K,,)‘. For then Dehn’s Lemma ([IO] and [ 1 I]) will give 
non-singular extensions and some “cut and paste” will produce a disjoint collection of 
2-disks in e(K,,)‘. 
Consider a particular embedding (subscript omitted) 
h: D2+ K:. 
Let Y be the quotient space of S3 obtained by identifying each component of S3 - V3 
to a single point, with quotient mapping P: S3 + Y. By Corollary 4.1 of [2], to show 
that e 0 hjsl contracts in e(K,,)‘, it is enough to show that P 0 e 0 hJsl is a contractible 
loop in P(e(K,,)‘). The rest of the proof is directed toward constructing the required 
contraction (g of below). 
Let W be the component of h-‘(U3) that contains S’ = aD2. By [12], there is a 
mapping f: D2 + D2 such that fist = identity and such that the nondegenerate point 
inverses of f are exactly the components of D2- W. Consider the mapping 
g = P 0 e 0 h 0 f-‘1 f~ WC f( W) + P 0 e( U3 n K6) c P 0 (e(Ko)‘). 
We claim that g, considered as a mapping into P(V’), is compact. That is, if 
Z C P( V3) is compact, then 
g-‘(Z) = f o he’ o e-’ o P-‘(Z) 
is compact. Since each of 
P(\X v3 = P_‘P( V3)-+ P( vq, 
e: U3+ V3, 
and 
flw: w =f’f(W)+f(W> 
is a homeomorphism, we need only show that 
h/w: W+U3 
is compact. But if Z,C U3 is compact then 
(hlw-‘(Zo) = h-‘(Z,) n W = h-‘(Z,) - W,, 
where WO is the (open) union of all components of h-‘( U3) that fail to intersect S’. 
Hence h(, is compact, and the claim is proven. 
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From this claim, it follows that g extends (uniquely) to a continuous map 
~:f(W)=DZ+P~e(U3nK~)cP~(e(Ko)')C Y, 
We define 2 in the natural way. If x belongs to the zero-dimensional set f(W) - 
f(W), we choose a sequence {x”} in f(W) converging to x, observe that the sequence 
{g(x,)} in P( V3) has a unique limit point (necessarily in P( V3) - P( V3)) and hence we 
can define d(x) = lim g(x,). Sequence meshing then shows that b is well-defined and 
continuous. Further details of this argument are left to the reader. (We are actually 
claiming precisely that the compact map g extends to a map from the Freudenthal 
compactification of f(W) into the Freudenthal compactification of P( V’).) Finally, 
note that 
dof: D2*P(e(Ko)')C Y 
extends P 0 e 0 hJsl, showing that the loop e 0 hIsi in e(&) projects under P to a 
contractible loop. The proof is complete. 
Proof of Corollary 1: Let the compact 3-manifold M’ be the union of the 
connected open sets U and V, where Hi(V) = 0 = Hi(V) for i = 1,2, and each of U 
and V embeds in S3. We assume that neither U nor V is compact. By compactness of 
M3 we can find compact subspaces KC U and L C V such that M3 = K U L. Since 
each of U and V is acyclic in dimension two, K and L can be chosen so that U -K 
and V - L are connected. (At this point, it is easy to verify that H,(M3) = 0 and, 
hence, that M3 is orientable.) By Theorem 1, K t A, and L t AZ, where A, and A? are 
punctured balls in M3. Since U -K and V-L are connected, so are A, -K and 
Az - L. Hence by Lemma 1, K e B, ? A, and L t I&? A?, where B, and Bz are balls. 
Since M3 is covered by 8, and 8*, M3 is topologically S3. 
Proof of Coroflary 2. If the inclusion f: U 3+ M3 induces the trivial homomor- 
phism on fundamental groups, then f lifts to a map f of U3 into the universal cover 
M’. But f is necessarily an embedding and M’ embeds in S3, so U’ embeds in S’. 
Hence, (i) implies (ii). 
The fact that (ii) implies (iii) is immediate from Theorem 1. The implication from 
(iii) to (i) is obvious, since a punctured ball is simply connected. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that each Whitehead manifold that embeds in M’ 
also embeds in S3, and let N3 be a homotopy ball in M3. We show that N3 is a genuine 
ball by showing that each l-dimensional polyhedron G in N’ can be engulfed in N3. 
Lemma 4 of [13] then implies that N’ is a ball. Toward this end, let K be a regular 
neighborhood of G in N’. By [3], there is a Whitehead manifold W3 = U;,,,K, in NI’, 
with K. = K. ({K,}~=, is a W-sequence of handlebodies.) By assumption, W3 embeds 
in S3. Hence by Theorem 1, G can be engulfed in N3. This completes the proof of the 
“if” portion of Theorem 2. 
For the converse, consider a W-sequence {Kn}~,O of handlebodies in M’, with 
union W3. We assume that M3 contains no fake balls and will prove that W3 embeds 
in S3. We claim first that for each n there can be found a 3-ball B, C M3 with K, e II,. 
To see this, note that by Lemma 4 there is a compact 3-manifold L, C W3 such that 
K. t L, and LA = Qn U (l-handles), where aQJ consists entirely of 2-spheres. Since 
QA = L, U (2-handles), the inclusion L, + QL induces a surjection of fundamental 
groups. Since L, C W3, the inclusion L, + M3 induces the trivial map of fundamental 
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groups. Hence, so does the inclusion QA-,M3. But each component of XX is simply 
connected, so r,(QJ + r,(M’) is also a monomorphism. Thus QA is simply connected. 
By Lemma 1, K, is contained in the interior of a homotopy ball B. C M’. By 
hypothesis, B, is a 3-ball, as desired for our claim. 
To complete the proof of the “only if” part of Theorem 2, we must embed W3 in 
S’. Toward this end, we define inductively a sequence {h,}:,, of self-homeomor- 
phisms of M3. Let h,, (and Ho below) be the identity homeomorphism of MS and let 
h,: M3-, M3 be the homeomorphism promised by Lemma 3 that keeps K,, pointwise- 
fixed and maps B, onto Bo. Suppose that for some n L 1 we have defined homeomor- 
phisms h,, . . . ,h, of M3 onto M’ such that for each i, 1 I i I n, if we let 
hi ’ hi-1 ” **Oh,=Hi:M3+M3, 
then Hi(Bi) = Bo and hi leaves Hi_I(Ki_l) pointwise-fixed. Clearly, 
HnWn) t Bo n HnWn+,) c Bon H,,(B,+,). 
Thus by Lemma 3, some self-homeomorphism h “+, of M3 extends the identity on 
H,(K) and carries H,(B,+,) onto Bo. Hence, the inductive definition can be con- 
tinued. We set 
lim H. = H: W3 + M3. 
n- 
Then H is an embedding, and H( W3) C Bo. 
Let W, WM, and Ws be the classes of all Whitehead manifolds, Whitehead 
manifolds embeddable in some compact 3-manifold, and Whitehead manifolds 
84. CONCLUSION 
embeddable in S3, respectively. Clearly, 
where the second inclusion is proper by the results of [5,8]. (See [6] for an example in 
each dimension n 2 3, in fact.) Our Theorem 2 shows that the first inclusion is proper 
if and only if the PoincarC Conjecture is false. In addition, one can restrict attention 
to Whitehead manifolds defined as in [3]. 
It is also unknown whether a Whitehead manifold (other than R3) can cover a 
closed 3-manifold. Since uncountably many different Whitehead manifolds exist [5], 
they cannot all cover closed 3-manifolds. However, no specific one is known that 
covers no closed 3-manifold. 
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